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Todah rabbah (Thank you) to: 

Arlene Abrams-Bernstein, Steve "Captain Mahzor" Bernstein,
Yael Hatfield, and Ellen Kaslow (Shulman) for taking care of
the mahzor distribution.

Dr. Jen Goldberg for sharing her skills as a master educator
in leading the Round Challah Days Children's Services.

Henry Hatfield for scanning the entire mahzor to make it
available for download.  

Nevin Hatfield for graciously sounding the shofar again this
year.  It's always a moving experience.

Each and every one of you for being here and for believing in
your synagogue.



Dear Friends,

Last year in this space I suggested that "the new year beckons us to
try something new or different."

Well, in so many ways, we certainly have been living in the Land of
Different.  One piece that is very different is that this year's services
are virtual. 

This change of not having High Holiday services in person may feel
destabilizing and/or uncomfortable.  To help us find our footing,
let's think about what about this experience may still feel familiar
and help to ground us.

One aspect that remains the same is that we are still able to be
together. For new Mekor Shalom friends, it's a blessing that you are
now a part of this special togetherness.

We are also still able to use a familiar mahzor (High Holiday prayer
book), whether we have downloaded it or have picked up a copy.

We are still able to see one another.  We may need to scan the
various squares, but if we were in person, we would have to look
around to find everyone there, too.

Whether High Holiday services are at Mekor Shalom itself, the
Carrollwood Country Club, or what had been Temple Ohev Shalom in
New Tampa (in year one), this community is accustomed to creating
sacred spaces in different places.  This year the sacred spaces are
our homes.

In our homes, we are still able to wear a kippah, to say the blessing
and then put on a tallit to wear during services.  We are still able to
pray with a full heart, to focus our thoughts on the sanctity of these
days and how we might change and evolve. We are still able to
search for hope during, for this year, a challenging season of
renewal.

We are still this sacred community made of beautiful souls. My
prayer is that each soul is able to be safe and healthy throughout
this pandemic and beyond.

Rabbi Lever and Shayna join me in wishing each of you a new year
filled with health and happiness, peace and fulfillment.

Shana tova,
Hazzan Jodi M. Sered-Lever
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Message from Yael Hatfield, 
Mekor Shalom President
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Mekor Shalom is resilient!

This year has definitely presented challenges that no one would
have ever thought.  And although it may feel like time has
“stopped,” we continue to move forward.  
 
We, as humans, want to see people, hug, and attend events etc. 
We want to gather, share meaningful moments, pray together,
and celebrate.  This year has made these things more
challenging.  
 
For me, the pandemic has taught me to slow down.  It has
allowed me to spend time with my family and really do quality
things together, even if only at home.  I have learned to bake
yummy foods, cook new meals, and spend time reflecting on my
relationship with those around me and spiritually.  These are all
things I have wanted to work on and finally had the opportunity
to do so.
 
At Virtual Mekor Shalom, we have learned how to participate
while sitting in our pjs on a computer screen at home: the virtual
Mekor Shalom Birthday Bash, virtual trivia night, virtual religious
school, attending virtual Shabbat services while eating breakfast,
celebrating weddings, and unfortunately attending virtual
funerals; something I would have never anticipated happening...
Ever.  
 
This coming year I hope that we continue to adapt to our daily
changing environment, that we continue to find ways to connect
to one another.   May this year bring everyone good health,
happiness, and cure for this pandemic.  Shana Tova!
 
Yael Hatfield



Saturday, October 3 and Sunday, October 4 Virtual
Mekor Sukkot Services 
Saturday, October 10  6:30 p.m. Virtual Dancing with the
Torah on Simhat Torah!
Sunday, October 11  10:00 a.m.  More Dancing on Simhat
Torah at the service! 
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This Month's Holiday Programming

More fun awaits...
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Shabbat @ Virtual Mekor Shalom
Mekor Shalom's Weekly Service Schedule

Friday night Kabbalat Shabbat services at 6:30 p.m.
Virtual Shabbat mornings at 10:00 a.m.

On the third Friday night of the month, unless otherwise noted.
Begins at 6:00 p.m.

Please come to celebrate Shabbat in a "beary" joyful way with
a Teddy Bear (or Furry Friend) introductions!  

A number of puppet participants keep the adults and children
engaged and smiling!

Virtual Teddy Bear Shabbat:  One Friday a Month!

Upcoming Teddy Bear Shabbat 
Friday Nights:

October 16
November 20
December 18 

January 15
February 19

March 19
April 16 
May 21



Community Involvement Team
Education Team
Fundraising Team
Marketing/Social Media Team
Membership Team
Shabbat and Volunteer Team
Staying Connected Team

Join one (or more) of Mekor Shalom's teams! Now is a great
time for everyone to get involved! 

Teams focus on developing opportunities for the synagogue's
continued connectivity and growth. Everyone is welcome to be a
part of any of the teams!

If you have a specific skillset or just want to volunteer 
your time to help to continue to build the amazing community
here at Mekor Shalom, please sign up.  

Your participation makes a difference.

All team calls will take place once per month via Zoom:

Please reach out to Jeff Kamis at jakamis@gmail.com or
813.784.3642 to sign up for one of the teams or with any
questions.

Let's Volunteer for Team Mekor Shalom!

TJFS High Holiday Virtual Food Drive...
Please consider a donation of any amount to benefit the
Tampa Jewish Family Services Food Bank. Food drives and
donations of actual foodstuffs are on hold during the
pandemic. To contribute, please visit:
https://tjfs.org/donations/high-holidays-food-bank-
donation/
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Adult Lifelong Learning (ALL)
At Mekor Shalom, Adult Lifelong Learning (ALL) is a vital piece of
congregational life. Our Tradition teaches that we are to engage
in learning all the days of our lives, hence the fitting acronym.

Exploring Judaism is a discussion based class taught by Carlos
Flores on Thursdays from 6:45-7:45 p.m. via Zoom.  It is
sponsored by Congregation Beth Shalom of Orange City, where
Carlos is also a member. 

Beginning Hebrew is taught by Michael Lewis.  You may even
learn to read with a Scottish accent! No experience necessary.

Mekor Shalom's Adult B'nai Mitzvah Program
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If you've been thinking about it, 
let's travel the path together.

Classes are on hold 
due to the pandemic, 
so there is still time to sign up 
to participate.

For more information or to express interest,
please contact Hazzan Sered-Lever

at hazzan@mekorshalom.org.
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Mekor Shalom Religious School

Bar/Bat Mitzvah Program
At Mekor Shalom, making sure that each bar/bat mitzvah
and their family have a positive Jewish experience is
paramount.  

Questions?  Please contact Hazzan Sered-Lever,
hazzan@mekorshalom.org.

Mekor Shalom and the
Hazzan are committed to
making sure that every
bar/bat mitzvah student
feels a deep sense of pride
in their accomplishments
and in their Judaism.
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Save the Date...

Hope and Healing Service
Trivia Nights
Color, Craft, and Connect
On a Sunday, To Be Announced:  A Re-Scheduled
Rubber Duck Race via Zoom
Thursday, February 25:  Erev Purim service with Megillah
Reading

Watch the Connects for These Programs...



Yizkor Remembrance Pages...
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In the rising of the sun and in its going down, we remember them.
In the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter, we remember them.

In the opening of the buds and in the rebirth of spring, we remember them.
In the blueness of the sky and in the warmth of summer, we remember them.

In the rustling of leaves and in the beauty of autumn, we remember them.
In the beginning of the year and when it ends, we remember them.

When we are weary and in need of strength, we remember them.
When we are lost and sick at heart, we remember them.

When we have joys we yearn to share, we remember them.

So long as we live, they too shall live, for they are now a part of us, 
as we remember them.
                                                          —Rabbis Jack Riemer & Sylvan D. Kamens

Mekor Shalom acknowledges the souls for whom a yahrzeit plaque
has been placed in remembrance:

Maxine Bodinger Ball
Elaine Cooper

Edward A. Felder
Donald Lee Feldman

Fay Feldman
Stefan Allen Freifeld

Lloyd Friedman
S. David Friedman

Belle Galfield
Henry Galfield

Donald Stanley Golden
Lawrence E. Grant

Pearl Joy Grant
Rose Greenspan

Rachel Lia Hatfield
Joseph D. Hershenson

Melvyn Kaslow
H. Douglas Keller

Matthew Evan Koppelman
Annie Manowitz Kramer

Frances Sherman Kramer
Estelle Leibovitz
Paul T. Leibovitz

Arthur Bernard Loeffler
Lenore Sara Loeffler

Ethel Malkin
Jack Malkin
David Manis

David Manowitz
Theodore S. Millison

Betsy Mosak
Charles Harry Padawer
Sophie Novit Padawer

Katherine Gorman Plotkin
Mark Leonard Plotkin

Isidore Salka
Glenn Lawrence Selig
Rachel Schwartzbach

Sanford Schwartzbach
Bonnie Ann Shulman

Leah Ball Smith
Marvin H. Smith

Dayna Lynne Sobelman
Louis Spetgang
Mary Spetgang

Barbara Fraden Trebes
Bernard Alvin Wertheim

Elissa Ruth Wertheim
Coleman M. Yaffe

June M. Yaffe



Yizkor Remembrance

Remembered by Arlene Abrams-Bernstein & Steven Bernstein:
     David Jacob Bernstein…..Beloved son
     Jeanette Abrams.....Beloved mother
     Gertrude & Eugene Bernstein.....Beloved parents
     Albert Wallace…..Beloved brother-in-law

Remembered by Helene & Gary Akrish:
     Alice & Morris Weinstein.....Beloved parents of Helene Akrish 
     Sandra & Oliver J. Haney.....Beloved mother and stepfather of Gary Akrish

Remembered by Randi Baime and family:
     Ilan Baime…..Beloved son and brother
     Marc Baime…..Beloved husband and father
     Millicent Block…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Sanford Block.....Beloved father and grandfather

Remembered by Norty, Jan, Scott, and Avi Baskin:
     Lyn Baskin.....Beloved wife, mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother
     Craig Baskin.....Beloved son, brother, and uncle
     Alexander Baskin.....Beloved father and grandfather
     Ray Baskin.....Beloved mother and grandmother
     Gertrude Brukoff Weiss.....beloved mother-in-law and grandmother
     Bernard Baskin.....Beloved brother and uncle
     David Kanel.....Beloved uncle and great-uncle

Remembered by Renee & Steven Bernstein and family:
     Donald S. Golden.....Beloved husband, father, grandfather, and great-grandfather
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Remembered by Sharyn Brookins:
     Eugene Israel.....Beloved father
     Alice Israel…..Beloved mother
     Robert Brookins…..Beloved husband
     Janice Cantos.....Beloved sister
     Alan Lutzk.....Beloved partner

Remembered by Terry Abrahams and family:
    Betty Abrams.....Beloved mother
    Max Kaplan.....Beloved father
    Joe Abrahams.....Beloved father of the children



Yizkor Remembrance
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Remembered by Alice Fox Chai and children:
     Rami Chai…..Beloved husband and father
     Anne Mazze Fox…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Herman Fox…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Dena Chai.....Beloved mother-in-law and grandmother
     Tzvi Chai…..Beloved father-in-law and grandfather
     Shlomo Chai…..Beloved brother-in-law and uncle
     Alice E. Chase…..Beloved best friend

Remembered by Alan, Ellen, and Madison Eckelman:
     Paula & Maury Eckelman…..Beloved parents
     Myron Silver…..Beloved father
     Ronnie Blum…..Beloved friend
     Dena Silver.....Beloved aunt
     Roz & Eddie Edelman…..Beloved aunt and uncle
     Sofia Maisler…..Beloved friend
     Brian Colin…..Beloved friend

Remembered by Barbara Felder:
     Edward A. Felder.....Beloved husband
     Anna & Charles Felder…..Beloved in-laws
     Rae & Sanford Schwartzbach…..Beloved parents 

Remembered by Sandy & Gary Feuerstein and family:
     Rivella & Melvin Feuerstein…..Beloved parents and grandparents
     Esther & Sidney Kaufman…..Beloved parents and grandparents
     Matthew Evan Koppelman…..Beloved nephew and cousin
     Ronna Weiss…..Beloved cousin

Remembered by Dena Joy-Schwartz Fields & Jonathan Fields, Erik, Jamie, and Andie: 
     Linda Flate Schwartz…..Beloved mother of Dena Schwartz Fields 
          and beloved grandmother of Erik, Jamie, and Andie
     Earl Schwartz…..Beloved father of Dena Schwartz Fields & beloved grandfather 
           of Erik, Jamie, and Andie
     Jerry Fields…..Beloved father of Jonathan Fields and beloved grandfather 
          of Erik, Jamie, and Andie



Yizkor Remembrance
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Remembered by Jason, Jodi, and Shelby Freeman:
     Barbara Trebes…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Ida & Sam Freeman…..Beloved grandparents
     Maida & Joe Fraden…..Beloved grandparents
     Stella & Kenneth L. Bernard…..Beloved grandparents
     America & Lewis Ditrinco…..Beloved grandparents
     Elaine Scarbrough…..Beloved aunt of Jodi Freeman

Remembered by Brandy & Jason Gold and Brilee:
     Barry Gold……Beloved father of Jason
     Sharon Gold.....Beloved mother of Jason

Remembered by Dr. Jen Goldberg, Mara Blander, and Coby Goldberg-Blander:
     Martha & Jack Goldberg…..Beloved grandparents
     Elizabeth & Robert Finch…..Beloved grandparents
     Andrew Meyer.....Beloved boyfriend

Remembered by Dr. Steve Goldberg
     Martha & Jack Goldberg…..Beloved parents

Remembered by Hazzan Paul, Cynthia Chiefa, and Jason Goldstein:
     Gerald Goldstein…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Elinor J. Goldstein…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Salvatore R. Chiefa…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Helena R. Chiefa…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Rose Rando…..Beloved grandmother
     Betty Farber…..Beloved savta
     Miriam Goldstein…..Beloved grandmother

Remembered by Sarah & Joseph Ganz:
     Stephen Ganz.....Beloved father
     Paul Weiner…..Beloved father

Remembered by Stanley Goldstein, Jodie, Max, Sara, Morrie, Stacey, Micah, Lily, 
Jessica, Allan, and Liev: 
     Joy Kaminsky Goldstein…..Beloved wife, mother, and nana

Remembered by Brian, Virginia, Nathan, and Sydney Grant: 
     Joy Grant…..Beloved mother, mother-in-law, and bubbe



Yizkor Remembrance
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Remembered by Yael, Henry, and Nevin Hatfield: 
     Rachel Lia Hatfield…..Beloved daughter and sister
     Henry Fulton Hatfield.....Beloved father and grandfather

Remembered by Maria Grimberg and Samantha Siehien: 
     Abraham A. Grimberg…..Beloved father and grandfather

Remembered by Lisa Harrelson, Erika George, and Ethan George: 
     Herta Beskin…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Elliott Beskin.....Beloved father and grandfather

Remembered by Mark Hershenson:
     Joseph D. Hershenson…..Beloved father
     John Doyle, Beloved step-father
     Robert Segalla, Sr.…..Beloved uncle
     Vincent Veneziano.....Beloved cousin

Remembered by the Hirshfeld family:
     Arnold Glenn…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Janet Glenn…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Morton Glenn…..Beloved uncle

Remembered by Lynnda & Joel Jacob and family:
     David Segal…..Beloved father
     Beatrice Segal…..Beloved mother
     David Jacob…..Beloved father
     Tillie Jacob……Beloved mother

Remembered by Sheila & Jim Jacobs:
     Minnie and Joseph Goodman…..Beloved parents 
     Sarah and Sumner Jacobs…..Beloved parents 
     Naomi Goodman Blatt.....Beloved sister

Remembered by Jeffrey and Jacob Kamis:
     Arthur Kamis.....Beloved uncle and great-uncle
     Frederick Wolfe Kamis.....Beloved uncle and great-uncle 
     Israel Pearlstein.....Beloved grandfather and great-grandfather
     Rebecca Pearlstein.....Beloved grandmother and great-grandmother
     Evelyn Altman Rosenfield.....Beloved grandmother and great-grandmother
     Matthew Rosenfield.....Beloved grandfather and great-grandfather



Yizkor Remembrance 
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Remembered by Sharon & Mark (Irwin) Kantrowitz
     Raymond Kantrowitz…..Beloved father
     Sally Kantrowitz…..Beloved mother
     David Samuels…..Beloved father
     Belle Samuels……Beloved mother

Remembered by June Kraff:
     Albert Mayer…..Beloved father
     Rae Koshar Leff.…..Beloved aunt

Remembered by Nieves Lugo:
      Carlos E. Lugo.....Beloved father
      Julia R. de Lugo.....Beloved mother
      Maria A. Lugo de Valladares.....Beloved sister
      Carmen J. Lugo de López......Beloved sister 
      Milagros Lugo de Anez.....Beloved sister

Remembered by Ellen Kaslow (Shulman) and David and Rebekah Shulman:
     Melvyn Kaslow…..Beloved father
     George Kaslow…..Beloved brother
     Lillian & Sol Deutsch…..Beloved grandparents
     Rabbi Joel S. Wasser…..Dear friend and rabbi

Remembered by the Koppelman family:
     Matthew Evan Koppelman…..Cherished son and brother
     Rivella Feuerstein…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Melvin Feuerstein…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Henrietta Koppelman…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Harry Koppelman…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Glenn Selig…..Beloved congregational president and friend

Remembered by Caren & Dr. Harry Lever:
     Lewis & Ruth Schloss Lever…..Beloved parents
     Harold & Florence Stahlberg Hiedovitz…..Beloved parents
     Maurice & Ida Schloss…..Beloved grandparents
     Morris & Regina Rothstein Stahlberg…..Beloved grandparents
     Family of Avraham Rothstein…..Beloved great-grandfather, great-aunts, 
          great-uncles, & cousins
     Leonard Irwin Stahlberg…..Beloved uncle



Yizkor Remembrance 
Remembered by Paula & Michael Lewis:
     Manuel Henry Lewis…..Beloved father of Michael Lewis
     Millie Lewis-Harris…..Beloved mother of Michael Lewis
     Pearl K. Silverman…..Beloved mother of Paula Lewis
     Richard S. Silverman…..Beloved father of Paula Lewis
     Bella Klein…..Beloved grandmother of Paula Lewis
     Sarah Barron…..Beloved great-aunt of Michael Lewis
     Helen Forman…..Beloved aunt of Paula Lewis

Remembered by Mara Manis, David and Michelle Bern:
     David Manis…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Isa Salka…..Beloved stepfather and grandfather
     Ethel & Jack Malkin…..Beloved grandparents and great-grandparents 
     Mildred & Philip Manisewitz…..Beloved grandparents and great-grandparents
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Remembered by Steven Manis:
     David M. Manis…..Beloved father
     Mildred & Philip Manisewitz…..Beloved grandparents
     Ethel & Jack Malkin…..Beloved grandparents 

Remembered by Greta Gunsher, Susan & Michael Marlow, Andrew and Zachary:
     Jordan Brian Gunsher…..Beloved son of Greta Gunsher 
          and beloved brother of Susan Marlow
     Dr. Jeffrey Alan Gunsher…..Beloved husband of Greta Gunsher and beloved father 
          of Susan Marlow; beloved grandfather of Andrew and Zachary Marlow
     Lena & Samuel Barr…..Beloved parents of Greta Gunsher and beloved grandparents   
              of Susan Marlow
     Selma & Morris Gunsher…..Beloved parents of Jeffrey Gunsher and beloved      
          grandparents of Susan Marlow
     Sadie & Samuel Hytowitz…..Beloved grandparents
     Sadie & Jack Brownstein…..Beloved grandparents
     Betsy Mosak.....Beloved friend

Remembered by Lynne & Dr. Charles Miller:
     Irvin Friedman…..Beloved father
     Dr. Ralph Miller…..Beloved father

Remembered by Gayle, Marina, Harry, and Noa Millison:
     Ted Millison…..Loving husband & father
     Dayna Sobelman…..Loving sister & aunt
     Anita Millison…..Loving grandmother



Yizkor Remembrance 

Remembered by Gerald Mosak, Tracy, Lauren, Sydney, and Charlie Gold:
     Betsy Mosak…..Beloved wife, mother, and bubbe
     Elaine & Sol Mosak…..Beloved parents and grandparents
     Edith & Morris Sutton…..Beloved parents and grandparents
     Muriel & Morris Saharack…..Beloved cousins

Remembered by Gary Padawer:
     Charles Harry Padawer…..Beloved father
     Sophie Novit Padawer…..Beloved mother

Remembered by Glenn, Paula, Jordan, Brittany, Matthew, and Wendy Ruben:
     Helaine Baker…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Ruby Ruben…..Beloved mother and grandmother

Remembered by Claire Saady & Dan Saxe:
     Sarena Saady…..Beloved mother 
     Harriet Saxe…..Beloved mother
     Robert Saxe…..Beloved father
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Remembered by Racquel Salka:
     David Manis…..Beloved husband and father
     Isidore Salka…..Beloved husband 
     Ethel & Jack Malkin…..Beloved parents and grandparents
     Mary & Louis Spetgang…..Beloved parents and grandparents

Remembered by Bobbie Sandler and family:
     Jack Sandler…..Beloved husband and father
     Eric Sandler…..Beloved son

Remembered by Marjorie, Bradley, and Marc Sandler:
     Eric Sandler…..Beloved husband and father
     Jack Sandler…..Beloved father and grandfather 
     Morton Rosen…..Beloved father and grandfather



Yizkor Remembrance 

Remembered by Martin Saz, Stacey, Jared, Lyndsay, and Benjamin Rothfarb
     Barbara Saz….. Beloved wife, mother, and grandmother
     Sidney Rothfarb…..Beloved husband, father, and grandfather 
     Beulah Auslander…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Sidney Auslander…..Beloved father and grandfather 
     Lillian Saz.....Beloved mother and grandmother
     Samuel Saz.....Beloved father and grandfather
     Tillie Bleier.....Beloved grandmother
     Abraham Bleier.....Beloved grandfather
     Isadore Rothfarb.....Beloved grandfather
     Rebecca Rothfarb.....Beloved grandmother
     Marvin Klein.....Beloved uncle 
     Bina Klein.....Beloved aunt

Remembered by Cindy & Ron, Daniel, and Tamara Schiff:
     Robert M. Schiff …..Beloved father and grandfather
     Edith N. Schiff…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Harry E. Reynolds…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Rabbi Joel S. Wasser…..Beloved rabbi, teacher, and friend

Remembered by Charyn, Drew, and Joshua Selig:
     Glenn Lawrence Selig.....Beloved husband and father
     Lloyd Sanford Friedman…..Beloved father and grandfather
     S. David Friedman…..Beloved brother and uncle
     Herbert Selig.....Beloved father-in-law and grandfather
     Ruth & Louis Leibowitz…..Beloved grandparents 
     Irma & Berthold Hess…..Beloved grandparents 
     Thekla & David Selig…..Beloved grandparents 
     Cartier Selig…….Beloved dogter
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Remembered by Ellen & Allen Sered and family:
     Norma & Bernard Manowitz …..Beloved parents & grandparents
     Jeanette & Isadore Sered…..Beloved parents & grandparents



Yizkor Remembrance 

Remembered by Amanda & Sam Smith, Marielle and Madeleine:
     Lawrence E. Grant…..Beloved father
     Leah & Marvin Smith…..Beloved parents
     Frances & Robert Kramer…..Beloved grandparents
     Maxine & Nathan Ball…..Beloved grandparents
     Adeline & Isidore Smith…..Beloved grandparents
     Beatrice & Albert Goldstein…..Beloved grandparents
     Anna & Milton Winocur…..Beloved aunt and uncle
     Mary & David Sherman…..Beloved great-grandparents
     Minnie & Abe Kramer…..Beloved great-grandparents
     Lena & Joseph Rotchild…..Beloved great-grandparents
     Ida & Harry Goldstein…..Beloved great-grandparents
     Sima & Morris Bodinger…..Beloved great-grandparents
     Lena & Sam Ball…..Beloved great-grandparents
     Johanna & Alexander Hanau…..Beloved great-grandparents
     Sara & Ellis Smith…..Beloved great-grandparents
     Dallas Gerson…..Beloved family friend
     Earl Cahan…..Beloved family friend
     Mimi Butler.....Beloved family friend

Remembered by Dina, Hal, Jacob, and Seth Smith:
     Leah & Marvin Smith…..Beloved parents
     Sybil & Alex Hunt.....Beloved parents
     Maxine & Nathan Ball…..Beloved grandparents
     Adeline & Isidore Smith…..Beloved grandparents
     LeRue & Claude Aucoin…..Beloved grandparents
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Remembered by Dana & Justin, Samantha, Graham, and Shayna Sock:
     Allen Pearlstein…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Etta & Sidney Klepak…..Beloved grandparents of Dana Sock
     Lena & Seymour Pearlstein…..Beloved grandparents of Dana Sock
     Grace & James Sock…..Beloved grandparents of Justin Sock
     Elise Sock…..Beloved sister of Justin Sock
     Nate Sock…..Beloved uncle 

Remembered by DeeDee Spivak:
     Barry Brockman…..Beloved father 
     Bernard Eisenberg…..Beloved grandfather
     Pearl Eisenberg…..Beloved grandmother
     Jake Brockman…..Beloved grandfather
     Fay Brockman…..Beloved grandmother 



Yizkor Remembrance 

Remembered by Evan Statman, Cindy Sherr, and family:
     Jill Birnholz…..Beloved mother of Evan Statman
     Alan Sherr…..Beloved father of Cindy Sherr
     Janis Sherr…..Beloved mother of Cindy Sherr
     Bob Gross…..Beloved husband of Cindy Sherr

Remembered by the Velt and Pugan families:
     Elly J. Pugan…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Ruth Gordon…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Beulah & Irwin Velt…..Beloved parents and grandparents

Remembered by Portia Weiss and family:
     Gloria Ann Dixon-Langston…..Beloved mother
     Johnny Langston…..Beloved stepfather 

Remembered by Stefanie Wisselman:
     Helene and Herb Wisselman…..Beloved parents
     Minnie and Frank Rubin…..Beloved grandparents 
     Minnie and Sam Wisselman…..Beloved grandparents 
     Mark Rubin…..Beloved uncle
     Dana Bragin…..Beloved best friend
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Remembered by Ronna, Seth, Lisa, and Sam Wallace:
    Albert Wallace…..Beloved husband and father

Remembered by the Wertheim family:
     Arthur Loeffler…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Lenore Loeffler…..Beloved mother and grandmother
     Bernard Wertheim…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Elissa Wertheim…..Beloved mother and grandmother

Remembered by Beverly Wickson and family:
     Estelle Leibovitz…...Beloved mother and grandmother
     Paul Leibovitz…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Anne Himowitz…..Beloved grandmother of Bev Wickson
     Manuel Isser…..Beloved grandfather of Bev Wickson



Yizkor Remembrance 
Remembered by Elaine Wittkowski:
     Selda Kahn…..Beloved mother
     Simon Kahn…..Beloved father
     Glenn Selig.....Beloved cousin
     Herbert Harry Selig.....Beloved cousin
     Thekla & David Selig.....Beloved aunt and uncle
     Isidore Kahn...Beloved uncle
     Sanchen Kahn.....Beloved aunt
     Sid Eichenbaum.....Beloved cousin
     Irma & Berthold Hess.....Beloved family friends
     S. David Friedman.....Beloved family friend
     Lloyd Friedman.....Beloved family friend

Remembered by Christel, Mark, Sarah, and Stephen Yaffe:
     June Yaffe…..Beloved mother and grandmother 
    Coleman Yaffe…..Beloved father and grandfather

Remembered by Andrea, Barry, and Tyler Zuta:
     Paul Fromhartz…..Beloved father 
     Myrna Fromhartz…..Beloved mother 
     Gideon Zuta…..Beloved father and grandfather
     Roberta Zuta…..Beloved mother and grandmother 
     Terry Serper…..Beloved grandmother
     Reggie Drell…..Beloved grandmother

May their memories be for a blessing... 
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Frequent Chai-er Program

Joining Mekor Shalom
Thinking about joining Mekor Shalom?  Terrific! It would be
wonderful for you to be connected, be accepted, and be
inspired all year long—as a member!  Mekor Shalom
provides:

A comfortable, non-judgmental, Jewish spiritual home 
Complete respect and appreciation for each person
Opportunities to connect and socialize for adults and for
children
And so much more! Let's get that membership started because
you have a home here...
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All of Mekor Shalom's board meetings are open 
to all current members of the congregation.

Your input matters.  Your presence makes a difference...

Yael Hatfield, President
Yael is a Realtor with Keller Williams Tampa Properties.  A native of California,
she and her family live in Lutz.
 
Dr. Jennifer Goldberg, Vice President
Jen is the Executive Director of Jewish Learning & Combatting Anti-Semitism for
the Tampa JCCs & Federation.  She lives in Tampa with her children.

Andrea Zuta, Secretary/Fundraising Team Lead
Andrea is a Vice President at Bank of America and proud mother of a teenaged
son. Andrea, her husband, Barry, and their son, Tyler live in Tampa. 
 
Larry Koppelman, Treasurer
Larry is a retired techie. He and his wife, Wendy, are empty nesters and live in
Lutz.
 
Keri Baker, Trustee at Large
Keri is the Advancement Director at Hillel Academy and is the co-founder of the
Challah Mamas.  She and her husband, Casey, live in Tampa with their two
children.
 
Steven A. Bernstein, Trustee at Large
Steve is married to Arlene Abrams-Bernstein.  They are the parents of two
grown sons. 
 
Sandy Feuerstein, Trustee/Membership Team Co-Lead
Sandy is a retired educator.  She and her husband, Gary, live in Tampa.

Carlos Flores, Trustee at Large
Carlos is a web development engineer at Amazon.  Transplanted New Yorkers,
he and his daughter, Joanna, live in Tampa.
 
Tracy Gold, Trustee at Large
Tracy is on the faculty of Hillel Academy.  She and her family live in Tampa.
 
Mark Hershenson, Trustee at Large
Mark is an executive in the financial services industry.  He hails from the Boston
area.

Jeffrey Kamis, Trustee at Large
Jeff is the Vice President, Media and Public Relations for PDQ.  He and his son
live in Land O' Lakes.

Hazzan Jodi Sered-Lever, Founding Spiritual Leader, is also a member of the
board.
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Virtual Mekor High Holiday Service Schedule: 

All services will be held on the Zoom platform.
The Round Challah Days Children's Services have their own Zoom link.

Rosh Hashanah:

Friday evening, September 18 
6:30 p.m. | Erev Rosh Hashanah service

Saturday, September 19
9:30-10:00 a.m. | Round Challah Days Children's Service

Saturday, September 19  
10:00 a.m. | Rosh Hashanah First Day services 

Sunday, September 20
10:00 a.m. | Rosh Hashanah Second Day services 

Yom Kippur:

Sunday, September 27 
7:00 p.m. | Kol Nidrei service 

Monday, September 28
9:30-10:00 a.m. | Round Challah Days Children's Service 

Monday, September 28
10:00 a.m. | Yom Kippur services including Yizkor prayers 

6:15 p.m. | Minha, Ma'ariv, & Neilah 

8:02 p.m. Shofar Blast 

All children & adults who have their own shofar are invited to bring it
with them.  

High Holiday Service Schedule
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